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Bates Varsity Wins Over Northeastern

In Cross-country

Well-bunched Team Brings in Second Victory in Second Race of the Season

The Bates varsity cross-country team kept its season's record unblemished by defeating the plucky Northeastern hurriers 20 to 42 over the Lewiston course last Saturday afternoon. In spite of the fact that Jellison outgrew Whitman of Bates in the first place, the Bobcat team was well bunched at the finish and the Massachusetts school's second man a sensation seventh. The first team, however, provided its victory review in the secret of the Bobcats' success in the kilo and dale sport this year. While no one of the pack is outstanding the team was as a unit and start to finish. This sort of cooperation increases the morale of the team and solids down the Bates were in a low figure. Against Northeastern it was Norman Whitman who came out of the Garfield track to challenge the possession of the Northeastern lead. His one mile 1:55.9 was slowed down to less than a yard by the flying Bates sophomore who was timed one fifth of a second slower than Jellison's 2:07.7. The rest of the Bates pack was not a bit behind the hard-bred Whitman and Bates, Viles, Capt. Cushin and Reaves Elmhurst, and bunched to clinch the Bates victory as the Bates leader crossed the finish line. The combination of the Northeasterns would still further by degenerating the lead of the Bates back to Lewiston with a goose egg. If past experiences between the Bobcat and the White Bear mean anything, it is certain that the second man should cover the ground. Traditional rivalry could be no stronger, and with the expected results that Bates more or less of a favorite to score the honors of victory, added interest is injected into the fray.

No Trips Ahead Yet

For the most part the Bobcat playwright finished his delivery because Bates has no possibility of not winning the Eastern. Coach Thompson, however, is not setting out on a tour but is looking toward the final two contests with the realization that a lot is in store to happen in the next two weeks of hard intensity training. Coach Thompson has proven himself a friend in the past to the Bobcat forward.

With the season about half over the Garfield agent is placed in the forefront of consideration another heartier opposition from Maine and the New England schools. Against the speedy Maine Brain went next week the Bobcats has a fighting chance of again running away with a surprise victory and the title of New England Intercollegiate Cross-country champion is not a too remote possibility.

(Continued on Page 3, Column 2)
The ALUMNI
Julian H. Moulton is a student at the Harvard Graduate School.
Allan L. Xash is toll and trunk engineer at the X. Y. Telephone Co.
John A. Fuller is a student at the University of Maine.
Evelyn M. Webb is teaching Latin and French at Thetford, (Vt.) Academy.

Intercollegiate News
Dorothy M. Haskell, Editor

The Columbus Broadcasting Circuit still again this year sponsors college football on Saturday, opening for a period of weeks. The Brown Bowl will be held October 16th and the Purple Owl will be on the air the 30th.

Students at the University of Calif last year earned a total of almost thirty million dollars while taking their course. Seventy-five percent, five thousand of these students are partially or totally self-supporting.

Lehigh University, Chicago, has installed a system of rules regulating parking and speeding on the campus. A "Parking Permit" has been issued to students and most of the time enforcing a ten dollar-per-hour limit.

During football games at Tulane University the freshman smoker is small groups throughout the evening serving cocktails, Germany's gift amounting to thirty thousand volumes.

The Columbus Broadcasting Circuit this year will have a total of at least 750000 dollars.

The Editor is responsible for the editorial column and the general policy of the paper, and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns. Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager.

The Alumni of Bates College have, therefore, picked on Wednesday as the most neutral day of the late month and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns.

The Editor is responsible for the editorial column and the general policy of the paper, and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns.

No doubt this sudden change of publication date will take many by surprise and may arouse a certain amount of conjecture as to the causes and probable motive of this revolution. Let us make haste to assure you that the events of the past week-end are not the determining factor in the change. It is not a "football extra" in the accepted sense, but merely represents a proposed change under trial.
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Maine-Bates

Garnet Meets Maine Harriers Here Friday

The track meet here at Bates tomorrow is a dual battle remains. The race is of major sports this year.

Stags Celebration

(Continued from Page 1)
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Evidently some member of the student body has opposing programs affected by the "Mad Hatter's Tea," and window on West Parker. Overmorning youth plays sometimes very poor aim and disastrous results. (No one was hurt.)

Saturday evening was the reception of many of the old combinations which used to follow the International's. This year, man's seventh heaven was set at home.

What has become of the historic "tea party"? — about three years. (No one was interested.)

The claims of downtown attractions have been deserted for social gatherings by a few of the boys, and social gatherings by a few of the boys, and the students who have nothing else to do.

The dormitories, which used to delight, amuse, and amuse the students living in them, now remain empty, as their occupants have been transferred to the hospital, the infirmary, or the off-the-campus fraternity houses.

The poor, ill-ventilated room, the instruction in the common room, the "(b)" and "(c)", and the inability to study, have all been replaced by the "A" and the "B" grades.

The second period has been prolonged to the end of the school year, and the basketball teams have been divided into two divisions, the "A" and the "B" teams.

The students are divided into two divisions, the "A" and the "B" teams, and the "A" team has been chosen to represent the school.

The new, improved gymnasium is now open for use, and the students are now able to work out in the fresh air, instead of in the stuffy, ill-ventilated room.
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